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On a Direct Method for the Solution ofNearly Uncoupled Markov ChainsG. W. StewartG. ZhangyABSTRACTThis note is concerned with the accuracy of the solution of nearly uncoupledMarkov chains by a direct method based on the LU decomposition. It is shownthat plain Gaussian elimination may fail in the presence of rounding errors. Amodication of Gaussian elimination with diagonal pivoting and correction ofsmall pivots is proposed and analyzed. It is shown that the accuracy of thesolution is aected by two condition numbers associate with aggregation and thecoupling respectively.Abbreviated Title. Solution of NUMCs.AMS(MOS) subject classication. Primary: 65F05, 65G05. Secondary: 15A51.1. IntroductionIn this note we will be concerned with the solution of a nearly uncoupled Markovchain (NUMC) whose transition matrix has the formPT = D +E = 0BBBBBB@ D11 E12    E1kE21 D22    E2k... ... ...Ek1 Ek2    Dtt 1CCCCCCA ; (1:1)where all the elements of the o-diagonal blocks Eij are small. We will supposethat P is irreducible, so that PT has a unique positive eigenvector correspondingto the eigenvalue one; i.e., PT = : (1:2)Department of Computer Science and Institute for Advanced Computer Studies, Universityof Maryland, College Park, MD 20742. This work was supported in part by the Air Force Oceof Sponsored Research under Contract AFOSR-87-0188.yInstitute for Advanced Computer Studies, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.1
2 Solution of NUMCsWe will normalize  so that the sum of its components is one; i.e.,1T = 1;where 1T = (1; 1;    ; 1):Equivalently, if we set A = I PT;we have A = 0: (1:3)Moreover, since P is stochastic, we have1TA = 0: (1:4)In principle, the solution  can be obtained from the LU decomposition ofA [3, 4]. Specically, let A be transformed into an upper triangular matrix byGaussian elimination; i.e., let MA = 0@ U b0 0 1A ;where U is a nonsingular upper triangular matrix andM is lower triangular. Thesolution  can then be obtained by solving the equation0@ U b0 0 1A = 0subject to the normalization condition1T = 1: (1:5)Our chief concern is with the eect of rounding errors on this algorithm. Wenote that A is a singular M-matrix [2] and diagonally dominant [cf. (1.4)]. Theresults of the standard rounding-error analysis of Gaussian elimination show thatthe growth is bounded by one (see, e.g., [7, p.151], for the denition of the growth).Moreover, the backward errors have the same structure asA, only they are smallerby a factor proportional to M. At rst glance this would seem to be an encour-aging result. The perturbation theory for NUMCs shows that the solution  is
Solution of NUMCs 3insensitive to perturbations that are relatively small compared to E [10]. How-ever, the theory assumes that the sums of the columns of the perturbation areexactly equal to zero. When this condition is violated, even slightly, the solution becomes quite sensitive to perturbations (see test problem 4 discuessed in [6]).To see the failure of Gaussian elimination, we consider an example where thetransition matrix is P = 0BB@ 12    12 12 12      1  2 1CCA :Suppose  is less than the machine precision. Then the matrix A is rounded toA = 0BB@ 12  12   12 12      0 1CCA :After the rst column ofA is annihilated by Gaussian elimination, the transformedmatrix is rounded to 0BB@ 12  12  0 0  20  2  22 1CCA :The process then breaks down owing to a zero pivot. Note also that the exactnumber at the last diagonal position should be 2  22. A relative error of orderunity is thus incurred in this diagonal element.It should be stressed that the solution of the above problem is well determinedand can be obtained through other methods, e.g., aggregation methods [8]. Thefailure is in Gaussian elimination itself.Grassmann, Taksar and Heyman [5] have proposed a modication of Gaus-sian elimination which is claimed to give accurate solutions for NUMCs. Themodication is based on the following observation. Let A be partitioned in theform A = 0@ A11 A12A21 A22 1A ;so that A11 is a nonsingular M-matrix. Let ~A22 be the Schur complement of A11;i.e., the result of performing Gaussian elimination through the block A11. Then~A22 is a singular M-matrix and satises1T ~A22 = 0:
4 Solution of NUMCsThis property enables us to correct the diagonal elements at each step of theelimination by replacing them with sums of the o-diagonal elements in the cor-responding columns. It is easy to verify that this adjustment gives the correctsolution in the above example. Unfortunately, we are unable to show whether thesimple diagonal elements correction suggested in [5] will work for NUMCs with alarge number of states.In this note we are going to show that a related algorithm with diagonalpivoting will work for NUMCs with a large number of states. The norm k  kused in this note is the vector 2-norm and the subordinate matrix operator norm,respectively.In Section 2 of this paper an algorithm for the solution of equation (1.3) ispresented. A backward rounding-error analysis for the algorithm as well as aperturbation analysis are given in Section 3. Section 4 analyses the accuracy ofthe solution. Finally, some discussion appears in Section 5.2. Gaussian Elimination with Diagonal AdjustmentIn this section we present an algorithm for the solution  of a NUMC. Let A bepartitioned in the formA = 0BBBBBB@ A11  E12     E1t E21 A22     E2t... ... ... Et1  Et2    Att 1CCCCCCA ; (2:1)where the diagonal block Akk is an mk mk matrix with mk being the numberof states in the kth aggregate. The total number of the states in the chain isn = m1 +m2 +   +mt:The o-diagonal blocks are assumed to satisfykEijk  ;where  is small. The following is an algorithm which combines Gaussian elimi-nation with partial diagonal pivoting and diagonal correction.Algorithm.
Solution of NUMCs 51. For k = 1, 2,   , t,1. Perform mk   1 steps of Gaussian elimination on A with diagonalpivoting conned in the kth diagonal block;2. Bring the last pivot of the kth diagonal block to the end of the currentmatrix and move successive rows and columns one step forward.2. Transform the ttmatrix at the right-bottom corner to the upper triangularform by Gaussian elimination with each pivot being replaced by the sum ofthe o-diagonal elements of the pivot column.3. Solve the resulting upper triangular system subject to the normalizationcondition (1.5).4. Pre-multiply by the permutations of step 1 to bring the components of thesolution to the right order.In a language of matrix algebra, step 1 of this algorithm can be written asMn tPn tMk 1   P1APT1   PTn t = 0@ Û1 B̂0 N̂+ Ẑ 1Awhere Û1 is an upper triangular matrix, N̂ is a diagonal matrix and Ẑ is ano-diagonal matrix, Pi is the permutation matrix which brings the last pivot ofthe ith diagonal block to the end of the current matrix and Mi is the Gaussiantransformation.On the completion of step 2 is the upper triangular form0@ Û b̂0T 0 1A :Step 3 and 4 amount to solving the equationÛy =  b̂and normalizing the solution  by = Pn t   P1(yT; 1)T=(kyk+ 1)
6 Solution of NUMCsTo analyse the accuracy of the solution computed by the algorithm, we setÂ = Pn t   P2P1APT1PT2   PTn t;and for i = 1; 2;    ; n  tM̂i = Pn t   Pi+1MiPTi+1   PTn t:The operations of step 1 of the algorithm can then be written asM̂n t    M̂1Â = 0@ Û1 B̂0 N̂+ Ẑ 1A :That is, the process is equivalent to the elimination on Â by transformationsM̂1;    ; M̂n t without diagonal pivoting. The matrix Â can be partitioned intothe form Â = 0@ K+W L+XM +Y N+ Z 1A (2:2)where K, L and M are block diagonal matrices consisting of t blocks (not nec-essarily square) whose elements are of order unity, N is a t  t diagonal matrixof order unity and W, X, Y and Z are small o-diagonal matrices with theirelements being of order . The diagonal structures conform in the sense that allmatrices have the same number of diagonal blocks and if the ith block of K is(mi 1)(mi 1) then the ith blocks of L andM are (mi 1)1 and 1(mi 1)respectively.The Schur complement of K+W in Â isN̂+ Ẑ =N+ Z   (M +Y)(K+W) 1(L+X): (2:3)In the above algorithm it is this Schur complement whose diagonal elements arecorrected by the sums of the o-diagonal elements in the corresponding columns.In the next section we show that the o-diagonal part Ẑ can be accurately obtainedin the presence of rounding errors.3. The Accuracy of ẐIn this section we consider the accuracy of the o-diagonal part Ẑ of the Schurcomplement (2.3) obtained by executing step 1 of the algorithm in the presence of
Solution of NUMCs 7rounding errors. Since Â is obtained fromA only through digaonal permutations,Â is a singular M-matrix satisfying1TÂ = 0: (3:1)The property (3.1) is preserved in the submatrices generated through Gaussianelimination.To look at th rounding errors involved in Step 1 of the algorithm, we rewritethe matrix Â in element-wise notation; i.e., letÂ = (ij):Following the analysis in [7, p.410-411] and noticing thatj(k+1)ij j = j(k)ij   (k)ik(k)kk (k)kj j= j(k)ij j+ j(k)ik(k)kk (k)kj j;we have that the backward rounding errors introduced in the (i; j)-elements fori 6= j by the elimination are of the formc  Mmaxk fj(k)ij jg;where M is the rounding unit for the computer, c is a constant of at most ordern and (k)ij is the (i; j)-element on the completion of k   1 steps of elimination.Since the diagonal elements are bounded by one, the rounding errors at thediagonal positions are of order M. To bound the rounding errors involved at o-diagonal positions, we only need to consider the growth of the upper o-diagonalelements in the elimination process. Since the absolute value of (k)ij increasesmonotonically with k, we havemaxk fj(k)ij jg = j(i)ij j; i < j:Theorem 3.1. The growth of upper o-diagonal elements are bounded by thefollowing inequalityj(i)ij j  jijj+pi  1 i i 1Xs=1 jsj j; i < j;where i is the 2-norm of the inverse of the (i  1)th leading principal matrix ofÂ and 1 = 0.
8 Solution of NUMCsProof. The ith row of the nal upper triangular matrix is the result of eliminatingthe row vector (i1 i2    ii 1) by pre-multiplying Â the block matrix0BB@ I 0 0mTi 1 00 0 I 1CCAwhere mTi =  (i1 i2    i;i 1)0BBBBBB@ 11 12    1;i 121 22    2;i 1... ... ...i 1;1 i 1;2    i 1;i 1 1CCCCCCA 1 :Therefore (i)ij = ij +mTi 0BBB@ 1j...i 1;j 1CCCA :Since jstj are less than one, the conclusion follows by taking the norm of thesecond term of the right hand side of the above equality.Since the diagonal pivoting has been performed and the last pivot of eachblock (which is of order ) has been permuted to the end of the current matrixin the elimination process, it is reasonable to assume that the successive leadingprincipal submatrices are well-conditioned; i.e., i are all of order unity. If ijis of order one, 1j through i 1;j are all of order one. If ij is of order , 1jthrough i 1;j are all of order . This follows that (i)ij is of the same order as thatof ij.From the above analysis, we know there is a matrix EM such thatM̂k    M̂1(Â +EM) = 0@ U1 B0 N+ Z 1A :Here we have used the upper bar to denote the computed values of matrices Û1,B̂, etc. The important feature of EM is that it has the same block structure asthat of matrix A; namely, the block of EM corresponding to the block of order
Solution of NUMCs 9unity in Â is of order M while the block of EM corresponding to the block oforder  in Â is of order M.The next step is to bound the dierence between Z and Ẑ. For most transitionmatrices of NUMCs, it is reasonable to expect that K, L, M and N are allapproximately the same size. Hence we assume thatkKk = kLk = kMk = kNk = :The matricesW, X, Y and Z are small compared to ; that iskWk = kXk = kYk = kZk  :The matrix K is nonsingular, and we set = kK 1k and  = : (3:2)Let ~K, ~W, ~L, etc. be perturbations of K, W, L, etc., then from the abovebackward rounding-error analysis we can assume thatk ~K Kk = k~L  Lk = k ~M  Mk = k ~N Nk  Mand k ~W Wk = k ~X Xk = k ~Y Yk = k~Z  Zk  M:Since  and M are far less than 1, we may ignore terms of order 2M and 2M. Inthe proof of the following theorem (T) is a generic bound for the perturbationof T that is accurate up to terms of order 2M and 2M.Theorem 3.2. (Ẑ) = (1 + 4+ 52 + 23)M: (3:3)Proof. We begin by writing (K+W) 1 = K 1  K 1WK 1 +O(2). It followsthat N̂+ T̂ = T  (M+Y)K 1(L+X) +MK 1WK 1L+O(2):Now terms like MK 1L are diagonal, while terms like MK 1X are o-diagonal.It follows that̂Z = Z MK 1X  YK 1L+MK 1WK 1L+O(2): (3:4)The rest of the proof consists of a straightforward, if tedious evaluation of  foreach of the terms in (3.4). Here we make free use of the fact that(RST) = (R)kSkkTk+ kRk(S)kTk+ kRkkSk(T):
10 Solution of NUMCs1. (Z) = M2. (K 1) = 2M3. (YK 1L) = (M)()() + ()(2M)() + ()()(M)= (2+ 2)M4. (MK 1X) = (2 + 2)M5. (MK 1) = (M)() + ()(2M)= (+ 2)M6. (K 1L) = (+ 2)M7. (MK 1WK 1L) = 2[(+ 2)M]()() + ()(M)()= (32 + 23)MThe bound (3.3) now follows on adding items 1, 3, 4, and 7 in the above list.The theorem (3.2) shows that o-diagonal elements of the Schur complementare accurately obtained with relative error of order M if  is not very large. Thediagonal correction in step 2 of the algorithm brings the accuracy back to thepivots which may otherwise have high relative error due to cancellation.4. The Accuracy of the SolutionLet ̂ = PT1   PTn t = (̂T1 ; ̂T2 )T (4:1)be the partition conforming with (2.2). Then0@ K+W L+X0 N̂+ Ẑ 1A0@ ̂1̂2 1A = 0; (4:2)i.e., the solution is obtained by solving(N̂+ Ẑ)̂2 = 0: (4:3)and (K+W)̂1 =  (L+X)̂2: (4:4)
Solution of NUMCs 11The matrix N̂+ Ẑ is a singular M-matrix of order  and the sums of its columnsare zero; i.e., 1T(N̂+ Ẑ) = 0:In the presence of rounding errors, the coecient matrix of (4.3) is replaced byN + Z. The analysis of the last section shows that kZ   Ẑk is of order M.Notice in the step 2 of the algorithm that Gaussian elimination is performed witheach pivot being repalced by the sum of the column of Z. The rounding errorsthus introduced are at most of order M. Moreover, the nal upper triangularhas positive diagonals (except the last one which is set to zero) and nonpositiveo-diagonals. The solution of such a system is computed to high accuracy [11,p.249-251]. Therefore, we can assume that the computed vector 2 of ̂2 satises[(N̂+ N̂) + (Ẑ+ Ẑ)]2 = 0;where N̂ and Ẑ are matrices of order M.It has been proved in [1] thatk2   ̂2kk2k  (1 +pt )kN̂+ Ẑkt 1 C Mt 1where t 1 is the smallest positive singular value of N̂ + Ẑ and C is a constantindependent with . We will call  1t 1 the condition number with respect to cou-pling.The accuracy of ̂1 relies on the accuracy of ̂2 as well as the condition of K.The analysis of last section shows that the computed vector 1 of ̂1 satises( ~K+ ~W)1 =  (~L+ ~X)2:Note that the rounding errors introduced in the back substitution have been ne-glected in the above equality because the solution of the corresponding uppertriangular system is computed to high accuracy by the fact of the favorable signsof elements in the upper triangular and the right hand side [11, p.249-251]. Bythe standard rst order bounds of (K+W) 1, the error in ̂1 is bounded by thefollowing inequalityk1   ̂1k  Mk1k+ C  1 + t 1!Mk2k+ o(M); (4:5)
12 Solution of NUMCswhere  is dened by (3.2). We call  the condition number with respect toaggregation. For UNMCs with two condition numbers being 1t 1 = O( 1) and  = O(1);the solution obtained by the algorithm satises() = O(M)no matter how small  is.5. DiscussionIt has been shown that the accuracy of the solution depends on two numbers  1t 1and . The relation of these two numbers with the NUMC can be illustratedby considering a NUMC with two aggregates. To this end, we write the blockstructure of K, L, W and X explicitly as followsK = 0@ K1 00 K2 1A ; L = 0@ l1 00 l2 1A ;W = 0@ 0 W2W1 0 1A ; X = 0@ 0 x2x1 0 1A ;where Ki and li are of order unity, Wi and xi are of order . The solution ̂ of(4.1) is partitioned conformaly as̂1 = (̂T11; ̂T21)T; ̂2 = (̂12; ̂22)T:A partition of the solution with respect to the aggregates is thus given by0@ ̂11̂12 1A the portion of the solution w.r.t. aggregate 1,0@ ̂21̂22 1A the portion of the solution w.r.t. aggregate 2.
Solution of NUMCs 13By the rst order expansion of the inverse of (K +W) and from equation (4.2),we have 0@ ̂11̂21 1A = 0@ K 11 00 K 12 1A0@ l1 00 l2 1A0@ ̂12̂22 1A+0@ K 11 00 K 12 1A0@ 0 x2x1 0 1A0@ ̂12̂22 1A+O(2) (5.1)The important fact can be read from equality (5.1) is that the approximatesolution accurate to the order of  corresponding to the aggregates is̂120@ K 11 l11 1A ;and ̂220@ K 12 l21 1A :Except the scaling factors ̂12 and ̂22, these approximations are determined bythe matrices of order unity associate with their corresponding aggregates. Whenall the matrices Ki are well-conditioned; i.e.,  is small, they are insensitive tothe variation of . Therefore, it is legitimate to dene  as the condition numbercorresponding to aggregates.The scaling factors ̂12 and ̂2 are the solution of the singular system (4.3).As we have seen before, the coecient matrix N̂+ Ẑ is of order . This indicatesthat ̂12 and ̂22 will reect the eect of coupling between aggregates. We will callthese scaling factors the coupling coecients. When the condition number  1t 1is not too large compared to  1, these coupling coecients are insensitive to theperturbations which are relatively small compared to .It should be noted that these two condition numbers are related to the regu-larity conditions in [9], [10]. A small  means that there is only one eigenvalue ofDii approaching one as ! 0 while the rest of the eigenvalues remain away fromthe unity. This is implied in the second regularity condition in [9], [10]. The rela-tion between the rst regularity condition and t 1 can be seen from the followingobservation. Suppose that t 1 is much smaller than . By using the fact thatN̂ + Ẑ is a singular M-matrix, it is easy to verify that at least one componentsof the solution ̂2 of equation (4.3) is of order t 1 1 when ̂2 is normalized tohave k̂2k = 1. In other words, at least one of the coupling coeicients is very
14 Solution of NUMCssmall. In this case the rst regularity condition is violated. Therefore, the 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